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Park Board
approves
final reading
of budget

WHAT'S INSIDE!!!
• Angel's Clinic will expand
exam hours July 1- 2
• Pedal F.A.S.T. for Stroke:
Part of Freedom Fest - 3
• Youth participate in
Murray State Basketball Camp - 9

MSU projects on tap
Engineering &
Physics Building,
Breathitt Veterinary
Center slated to
begin construction
this fiscal year

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
With one noticeable revision,
the Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation Board
approved its budget Monday
night for fiscal year 2014-15.
The change came in the form
of adding a three-year lease plan
for a pair of new John Deere
riding mowers through Hutson
Ag Service of Murray. The
mowers will replace a pair of
models that now require frequent repairs.
All told, the 2014-15 budget
amounts to more than $604,000,
and continued to fuel talk of the
need for a parks referendum to
at least make its way to the ballot in November. More than
3A00 petition signatures will be
needed by the second week of
July.
Parks Director Tab Brockman
reported Monday that between
1200 and 1,300 signatures have
been received so far with 400 to
500 people expressing their
commitment to sign. A 100
Heroes campaign in which 100
community
leaders
have
pledged to obtain signatures
through their own efforts has
resulted in about 75 people
committing to that effort.
The idea with the mowers,
board members say. is a crosssection of the financial issues
facing the parks. Equipment

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

Illustrations provided by Murray State University

Pictured above is an artist's rendering of the Engineering & Physics Building that will complete the Science
Complex on the Murray State University campus. The project is planned to begin construction in February 2015
and be complete by August 2016 Below is the rendering for the new Breathitt Veterinary Center in Hopkinsville.
which is planned to begin construction in September 2014 and be complete by May 2016.
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U.S. troops head to Iraq;
special forces considered
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urray State University officials
are excited about the capital projects set to begin this year, which
MSU Chief Facilities Manager Kim
Oatman said is the most the Kentucky
General Assembly has approved in many
years.
Oatman updated the MSU Board of
Regents at its most recent meeting about
the extent of the projects that will begin
soon. He said there was more than $30
million in current projects underway and
more than $102 million in capital projects
to be completed in the 2014-16 biennium.
Oatman also said the university plans to
emphasize Education & General(E&G)
Deferred Maintenance Capital Project
needs in the 2016-18 biennium, although
the specifics of that would be decided by
the board in the future. He added that
there was a plan under implementation
for addressing Housing & Dining(H&D)
Deferred Maintenance Capital Project
needs.
The largest campus project approved by
the General Assembly in the 2014-16
biennium is the Engineering & Physics
Building, which will be the third and
final phase of the Science Complex and
has been requested by MSU for quite
some time. Oatman said an $800,000 balance from the Science Complex funds
were utilized for programming and the
initial design. A total of $36.89 million
has been authorized for the project in
2014. which includes $31.89 million
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The
U.S. is urgently deploying several hundred armed troops in
and around Iraq and considering sending an additional contingent of special forces soldiers as Baghdad struggles to
repel a rampant insurgency.
even as the White House
insists anew that America will
not be dragged into another
war.
President Barack Obama
notified Congress Monday that
up to 275 troops could be sent
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AUSTIN RAMSEY Ledger 8 Times

BACK IN A FEW MONTHS: The 46-year-old McDonald's building on 12th Street in
Murray came crashing down Monday afternoon thanks to R&M Trucking and Excavation,
joined by Siteworks, LLC. The two demolition companies were contracted by McDonald's
to bring down the building in preparation for a newer, larger store that is expected to be
completed in late August or September. The excavation process should take 10 days
before contractors move in.
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Iraq to provide support
and security
for U.S. personnel and the
American
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official said.
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Daily Forecast
The Ptaiborial Weather %Mee
Tuesday: Sunny with a
high near 90 Light south
southwest wind becoming
southwest 5 to 10 mph in the
morning
Tuesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 70
South southwest wind 5 to 8
mph becoming calm in the
evening
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms
after 1 pm A high near 92.
Light south southwest wind
increasing to 6 to 11 mph in
the morning
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 73

South Southwest wind around
6 mph.
Thursday: Mostly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms. A
high near 91 Southwest wind
5 to 10 mph.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 71
South southwest wind around
6 mph
Friday: Mostly sunny with a
chance of showers and thunderstorms. A high near 89.
West southwest wind 6 to 9
mph.
Friday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with
a low around 71. Southwest
wind 5 to 7 mph.
Saturday: Partly sunny with
a chance of showers and thunderstorms. A high near 87.
West southwest wind 5 to 7
mph.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with
a low around 70. Southwest
wind 5 to 7 mph.
Sunday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly
sunny, with a high near 88.
Southwest wind 6 to 8 mph.

HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS TIP?
We want to hear it, too!
To report a news item, or to
suggest a story idea, call
the Ledger & Times
News Department today!

753-1916
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Angers Clinic wiU expand exam hours July 1
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
ince its opening 14 years ago,
Angel's Community Clinic has
opened its office to patients needing
free medical examinations/treatments or
dental treatments.
The time for taking advantage of those
services, though, was limited to once a
week on Tuesday evenings. That,though,
is changing.
Starting July I, those services will be
offered on a much more frequent basis.
"It's going to be good,too," said Angel's
Clinic Executive Director Sherry
Crittendon."With this being the beginning
of the new fiscal year for us,our board figured this would be a good time to make
this change.

S

"We have too many people in our front
lobby having to wait on Tuesday nights,
and if you've been sick all weekend, you
don't want to sit out in a lobby with 20
other people. This is going to make it more
like a doctor's office situation that will
have more stable hours, plus most of our
patients do not keep Monday-throughFriday work hours so many of them should
be able to get what they need either by just
walking in or making an appointment."
The new hours will be 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m., Mondays,Tuesdays and Wednesdays
and 8:30 a.m. to noon on Thursdays. The
clinic will remain closed on Fridays.
Services previously limited to just
Tuesday evenings include physical assessments and examinations, diagnosis and
treatment of acute and chronic illnesses,

•McConnell; Iraq...

•MSU projects...

capital of the Shiite-led government. In a rare move, U.S. offikeep U.S. forces out of combat cials reached out to Iran
in Iraq, he said in his notifica- Monday to discuss ways the
tion to Congress that the person- long-time foes might help
stop
nel moving into the region are the militants known
as the
equipped for direct fighting.
Islamic State of Iraq and the
And separately, three U.S. Levant.
officials said the White House
The conversations took place
was considering sending a conon the sidelines of separate
tingent of special forces soldiers
nuclear negotiations taking
to Iraq. Their limited mission place in Vienna. Austria. U.S.
which has not yet been
officials quickly tamped down
approved — would focus on
speculation that the discussion
training and advising beleaguered Iraqi troops, many of might include military coordiwhom have fled their posts nation or consultation, though
across the nation's north and Secretary of State John Kerry
west as the al-Qaida-inspired said in an interview with Yahoo!
insurgency has advanced in the News that the U.S. would "not
worst threat to the country since rule out anything that would be
constructive."
American troops left in 2011.
Kerry stressed that any conThe moves come at the White
House wrestles with an array of tacts with Iran would move
options for helping Iraq repel a "step-by-step."
Taken together. the developSunni Muslim insurgency that
ments
suggest a willingness by
has captured large swaths of territory collaring Baghdad, the Obama to send Americans into a
collapsing security situation in
order to quell the brutal fighting
in Iraq before it morphs into
outright war.
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from the state and up to $5 million from the university. To
avoid delaying the project, the
board has approved the university to use reserve funds, but $5
million will ultimately be reimbursed by gifts of donations
toward the building, Oatman
said.
The site of the project is
south and east of Jesse D. Jones
Hall. and Oatman said it would
require the closure of Olive
Street during construction. The
St. Louis. Missouri-based
Hastings & Chivetta has been
hired as the architects for the
project, and it is expected to
begin construction in February
2015. Faculty and students
should be able to occupy the
building in August 2016,
Oatman said.
The Breathitt Veterinary
Center in Hopkinsville is the
other large project included in
the 2014-16 biennium. While it
is an MSU project, the center
serves the agriculture industry
across the entire state. Oatman
said $4 million was approved
in 2012 for the design of the
project and land acquisition,
and that the total 2014 funding
is $32,468,000. The total budget for the project is
$36.468,000, he said.
The new BVC will built at
the site of MSU's Hopkinsville
Regional Campus site and the
total area will be 61.568
square feet, which includes the
main building and garage.

Sherman Carter Bamhart,
which has locations in Paducah
and Lexington, have been hired
as the architects, and it is
expected to begin construction
in September 2014. The building is expected to be ready to
be occupied in May 2016.
Oatman said.
"This is the most capital project funding we've had in a long
time." Oatman said. "I've been
here 16 years, and this is a
huge allocation of funding for
the university, so it's great. The
Engineering & Physics building, that is going to really help
us a lot because it allows us to
move engineering and physics
out of Blackburn. and that
opens up some space. It will, of
course, also be a high-tech,
state-of-the-art facility.
"The Breathitt is kind of the
same thing. — it's going to be
a state-of-the-art facility. There
current facility is in pretty poor
condition,so this is a great
upgrade for them. We're excited to have this funding and it's
going to be a huge benefit to
the university."
A new Franklin Hall was also
approved for construction on
campus.and Oatman said the
university is currently in the
process of going through the
architect procurement process.
He said he hoped to have a
firm hired and start the design
for the residential hall soon.

•Parks Board...
eN,ents.
"It's a .win-win." Brockman
breaks down and has to be said, noting that this is a similar
repaired on a shoe-string budget. situation that was hatched with
"We started having talks with the Murray-Calloway County
Hutson about entering into Baseball/Softball Association
something like this in October," recently.as well."Let me get this
said Jeremy Bell, chairman of straight for people. We are not
the board's Finance committee. running soccer. We will serve
"We thought we could make it strictly in an advisory role. It just
through to the new year OK. falls under the Parks program
Well folks, we've had mower now. That means that MCCSA
problems already this year and has us to call on if it needs help
what we found is that we already with something.
have spent what we could've
"This is an organization that
used in a leasing agreement."
now has between 600 and 700
The lease deal with Hutson is kids playing. You don't have that
for payments of $413 per month without having enough people.
for three years.
mainly parents, stepping up to
***
help, and we are fortunate that
Things were much more cheer- this is. in fact, the situation with
ful in regards to another issue soccer, as well as with baseball.
Monday as the Murray- There are a lot of good days
Calloway
County
Soccer ahead with this."
Association was welcomed with
"We are very excited to include
open arms as an official Parks ourselves with the park system."
program.
said MCCSA President Tim
Brockman said MCCSA will Stark, who is in his first year of
continue to function on its own leading that organization."When
as a 50Ic3 nonprofit, meaning its somebody goes their own way
volunteers and its own board will for so long, it can be difficult
continue making the rules for joining with someone, but after
that league. It will just do that meeting with Tab and others. I
now with the official backing of feel, and I believe, the board
Parks, particularly in areas of feels that this is something that
bookkeeping and promotion of will be very positive."
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along with prescriptions. Blood pressure
and pulse checks will remain available during regular hours and routine lab services
will also be available as needed.
"We used to not have pharmacists available
for this but now are able to have people on
site because they're retired. That's a big
help," Crittendon said, adding that she,or
someone, will remain on site for the first few
Tuesday evenings after July I. "It's going to
take a little while for our patients to get used
to this so, yes, we'll keep someone in the
office for a few weeks at least."
Angel's Clinic provides medical services
to people who do not have medical insurance or financial resources necessary to
pay for private insurance and/or medical
care. For information on the clinic's change
of schedule, call 270-759-2223.

MSU
Over

American
Red Cross
t

t
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•

Kentucky Farm Bureau is seeking insurance agent
candidates with strong entrepreneurial spirit and a
commitment to service excellence. We offer a
competitive supplemental allowance program
for newly contracted agents.

s

M
Agents aie independent con/rectors, Am employees a
gentuay firm Bureau

Apply on-line today at www.kfbcareers.com
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MSU finishes with Best
Overall at Calif. competition
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By CHRISTINA PRIDDY
MSU Print Media
Murray State University
placed in almost every category
in the 2014 Parker Chainless
Competition this past spring
semester in Irvine, Calif.,
including Best Overall.
The team won first place in
Manufacturability
and
Workmanship; Best Sprint;
Sprint Team Partner with the
University
of
Minnesota:
Efficiency; and Best Overall
with 1,115 points. They placed
second
in
Innovation;
Reliability and Safety, and Best
Design (chosen by peers). In
Cost Analysis, the team took
third place.
Chainless Challenge is a
hydraulic bicycle design competition that "challenges" engineering and engineering technology students to create an
innovative design and develop a
bicycle that will transfer riders'
manual power to the driving
wheel through safe, biodegradable hydraulic fluid without
using a traditional chain or other
direct
drive
mechanisms.
Additionally, the bicycle should
be able to conserve energy to
use during difficult uphill

motion. Bikes can have two or
three wheels and must be able tà
start and stop safely without
external assistance.
Parker-Hannifin Corporation
sponsors
the
Chainless
Challenge every year for selected universities with engineering
programs.The corporation is the
world's leading diversified manufacturer of motion and control
tech and systems,providing provision engineered solutions for
wide variety of mobile,industrial, and aerospace markets.
The Chainless Challenge team
at MSU includes Bryan McCoil,
Dustin Patton, Colby White,
Mohanad "Moe" Maghrabi and
Mike Kozlowski. Advisers and
team leaders of the project were
Dr. James Benson and Dr.
Sanjeevi Chitikeshi, both professors of the Jesse D. Jones
College of Science, Engineering
and Technology at Murray
State.
To view a video of the team
preparing for the Chainless
Competition, go online at
www.youtube.corn/watch?v=K
NdCWI4013g&feature=youtu.
be

Iron Cross marker dedication
set for Captain W. A. Shuck
Special to the Ledger
Fulton County where he marOn Sunday,June 22,at 3 p.m. ried Bertha Alexander. They
at Alexander Cemetery in settled on 160 acres of land
Fulton County there
which is still farmed by
will be a dedication
the family today.
service
honoring
Captain Shuck is Bill
Captain W. A. Shuck
Call's great-grandfather.
(1839-1926). During
The public is invited
this time of the Civil
to join the descendants
War Sesquicentennial.
of the family of Captain
the family of Captain
Shuck in this ceremony.
Shuck will be dedicatSons of Confederate
ing an Iron Cross markVeterans of the Otho
er which will be placed
French Strahl Camp
Shuck
at his tombstone.
176,
Union
City,
Captain Shuck served
Tennessee, and Fort
in Company C, 8th Kentucky Heiman Camp 1834, Murray.
Calvary CSA and was one of will be taking part in the dedicaMorgans Raiders until he was tion ceremony, as well as the
captured on July 26. 1863 in United Daughters of the
Salineville,Ohio.Then he was a Confederacy J. N. Williams
Prisoner of War at Johnson's Chapter, Murray, and the Order
Island from Oct. 10. 1863 until of the Confederate Rose. There
he was released June II, 1865. are six additional Confederate
He received a Southern Cross of soldiers buried at Alexander
Honor on June 3, 1916. Captain Cemetery.
Shuck, after the war, moved to
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FORT CAMPBELL. Ky.(AP) —
Two Fort Campbell-based soldiers
have been killed in a combat operation in Afghanistan.
The Department of Defense
announced Saturday that 24-yearold Staff Sgt. Scott R. Studenmund
of Pasadena. California. and 28year-old Staff Sgt. Jason A.
McDonald of Butler, Georgia, were
among five soldiers killed June 9 in
Gaza Village, Afghanistan.
Studenmund and McDonald were
assigned to the 1st Battalion, 5th

Town Crier
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet at 5
p.m., today in the Calloway
District Courtroom of the
Calloway County Judicial
Building, 312 N. Fourth St.
include
items
Agenda
authorizing the judge-executive to complete a rescue
equipment grant. the second
reading of the 2014-15 budget, request for blanket order
to approve cash transfers,
approval of county employee
salaries, consideration of the
2013 sheriff tax settlement
and of a bid for a West State
Line Road culvert project,
plus resolutions for acquisition of Water District 3 by the
City of Murray and an economic development grant.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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Special Forces Group at Fort
Campbell, located
on the
Kentucky-Tennessee state lines.
The department says the incident
remains under investigation.
Earlier this month, the department reported the death of another
Fort Campbell soldier.
Twenty-year-old Pfc. Matthew H.
Walker, of Hillsboro, Missouri,
died June 5 in Paktika province.
Afghanistan,of wounds he received
when his unit was attacked by
enemy fire.

MSU photo provided

The Murray State University Chainless Challenge team posed with 10 other engineering teams from universities across the
country. The hydraulic bicycle design competition was held in Irvine, Calif. Murray State's engineering students came home
with five first-place awards, including Best Overall, along with three second-place and one third-place nods.

Pedal FA.S.T.for Stroke: Part ofFreedom Fest
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway Endowment
Want a perfect way to start for Healthcare."It is designed to
your 4th of July celebration? allow participants a leisurely
There is no better way than with tour of the beautiful campus of
your family and raising money Murray State University while
for a good cause. The Murray- generating funds for the West
Calloway Endowment for Kentucky Stroke Camp."
Healthcare challenges all famiThis event helps to raise
lies to jump on their bikes and money for the Stroke Camp
Pedal F.A.S.T. for Stroke on a offered through the Murray
three-mile bike ride through Calloway County Hospital to
Murray State's campus, Friday, help families and patients who
July 4,from 8-10 a.m.
have had a stroke. The camp
"The
Murray-Calloway offers attendees different ways
Endowment for Healthcare is to cope with any disabilities the
happy to partner with Freedom stroke might have had on a
Fest to offer this activity for the patient.
health and wellness of families,"
The event is also designed to
said Keith Travis with the raise awareness of the signs of a

Freedom Fest
stroke. According to the
National STROKE Association.
approximately 795,000 strokes
will occur this year, one occurring every 40 seconds, and taking a life every four minutes.
F.A.S.T stands for Face drooping. Arm weakness, Speech difficulty. Time to call 911. Most
strokes could have been prevented if the patient or family
•

New MSU master's of science degree
in sustainability science to be offered
By JANET HUDGINS
MSU Print Media
Murray State University will
unveil a new graduate-level program in sustainability science this
fall. Students across all disciplines
of study have expressed an
increased interest in a cleaner earth
and promoting a healthier environment for the ecosystem.
The university's sugainability
efforts go all the way bacla to 1925,
when the geographyntMogy and
agriculture departments established classes in the conservation
of natural resources, climatology
and water conservation. Even then,
Murray State saw the need for
helping students to become
responsible, productive members
of society and find innovative
solutions to contemporary environmental and social problems.
Murray State's new M.S. in sustainability science degree is the
first graduate level program of its
kind in Kentucky and a timely
topic that is affecting all societies
in all nations. No one is immune to
the effects of climate change.
decreasing species diversity,quality of life or the depletion of natural
resources.
"Sustainability is all about operating in a way that keeps our
ecosystem healthy," said Dr.
Robert Pervine. associate provost
for graduate education and
research. "The structure of the

members were aware of the
signs. it is reported.
Pedal F.A.S.T. for Stroke was
provided by a donation from
Jack and Janice Rose.There will
be face painting, music, refreshments and T-shirts at the event.
The bicycle tour will begin at
Murray State University's
CFSB Center, Lot C.
The entry fee is $6 per person
or $20 for a family of four.
Register today by calling 270762-1908,or stop by the endowment office. Other Freedom Fest
inquiries can be made by calling
(270) 759-2199 or by visiting
w ww.tOUrinuffay.com
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Dear Calloway Taxpayer:
Hillary Clinton claims that we "leave no man behind" yet she
watched on closed circuit TV as four of finest were murdered
in Benghazi and did not turn a finger to save them. Isn't that
a "dereliction of duty?"

newly-developed curriculum cuts
across lots of different disciplines.
COME AND HEAR Mr. Richard Nelson,Ex. Director of the
Core courses are mandatory,"
Commonwealth Policy Center share with us "How the
Pervine explained, "but we also GO Conservative Movement can take over the Ky House of Rep.
offer electives that cross different );t in November, and reverse the agenda of the Louisville
tracks of interest."
Liberals," on Monday. June 23rd, at 11:30 am.in the backroom of Pagliai's Restaurant.
The new program is unique in
many ways. There are elective
vi Sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of Western Kentucky
courses in agriculture, chemistry,
(The Tea Party ).
biology, mathematics, geology.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
:occupational. ;ahoy-, ands health.
!and* 4214411210:s Theprogram is
open to "being maenad—to many
facets of interest. If a student is
interested in environmental sustainability, his track can be tailored
accordingly, noted Pervine. If a
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
student is interested in agricultural
accepting resumes for an experienced Graphic
sustainability, that track can be taiDesigner. Proficiency with Quark X-Press,
lored also. Students interested in
Adobe InDesign and Adobe Photoshbp is
educating others about sustainabilrequired. Must be able to multi-task and work
ity can have an altered track to
meet their needs. The new proefficiently in a fast paced environment.
gram is broad, adaptable and open
to students with many different
Salary will be based on experience.
backgrounds.
Everything needed for survival
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
and well-being depends on the natplans, are all part of an excellent benefit packural environment.. Sustainability
age.
creates and maintains the conditions where humans and nature can
Graphic Design Position
co-exist in productive harmony
Murray Ledger & Times
and permit a healthy environment
that will carry forward to generaP.O. Box 1040
tions walking in our path.
Murray,KY 42071
To learn more about this new
degree,call Dr. Howard Whiteman
An Equal Opportunity Employer
at 270.809.6753.
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Sell Your Home Through
Kopperud Realty!
-- •
Bill Kopper oil
Principal Broker

Kathy Koppetud
270.753-6620

John Kopper ud
270-293-3474

are* Utley
270-291-3011

RrIsta Thompson
270-2113-21141
_

Gale Cornelison
270-21.1-113.113
_

Mary L. Wog idrldge
270-2113-2045

Brittany Miwehritti
270451-3224

t

4
Leslie Pologruto
270•227•9176

Lindy Knight Marti%
270.227-0555

Barbara Richman
270-227.2626

Judy Johnston
270-293-1231B

Rich Rollins
270-293-1416

Mary lane Rebar•on
270-752-0757

BrPrIrla Rowl.renr1
270 294 I 1OR

Heath., Sr c.tt
Staff

MIURRAY-,CALLOWAY COUNTY'S
SALES PRODUCTION LEADER!
Please Visit Our New User-Friendly Website!
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Quilt Lovers to meet
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet at the
Senior Citizens Center at the Weaks
Community Center at 6 p.m. Tuesday, June 17.

Legion officers giving help

Jack We
Jack Wel
p.m. Sund.
Murray.

Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American Legion Post No. 73, will be
available each Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. to
assist veterans of Calloway County with the
Datebook completion
of forms and the filing of claims
Martha
Administration at the Legion
Veterans
the
with
Finney Andrus,
Drive. No appointment is
Creek
Bee
310
Post,
Community
necessary and veterans are served on a firsteditor
come, first-served basis. For more information
call Kennedy at 270-753-3333.

Blood donation opportunity
The American Red Cross will hold a blood drive Friday, June 20,
from II a.m. until 3 p.m. at Keller Williams Realty. 301 North 12th
Street. To schedule an appointment,call Jen Cope,270-753-1492 or
go to www.redcrossblood.org and enter sponsor code KW.

WKEC Board to hold meeting
The next West Kentucky Educational Cooperative Board of
Directors' meeting will be Wednesday. June 18, in Salon B of the
Holiday Inn University Plaza Hotel in Bowling Green. The meeting
will begin at 8:30 a.m. and should conclude by noon.

Photo provided
Pictured, from left, Jacob Baron, salutatorian, and Nathan
Sutherland. valedictorian.

2014 Honor Graduates
of Murray High School

Commodity pick up day on Thursday
Mr.and Mrs. Howard Brandon

Special to the Ledger
Nathan Sutherland was named valedictorian and Jacob Baron was
recognized as the salutatorian of the 2014 Murray High School
Senior graduating class. Sutherland and Baron also performed in the
top 10 percent of their class and were 2014 Honor Students.
Prior to graduation held at Lovett Auditorium, on the campus of
Murray State University,'47 students were recognized as Honor
Students at an assembly at Murray High School. They are Natalie
Kay Adams. William Clayton Adams, IV, Ryan Wayne Alderson,
James Christopher Grant Allen, Haley Marie Atkins, Jacob Daniel
Baron, John David Benton, Dustin Mitchell Bevil, Katherine Ann
Bierbaum, Prestley Lynn Blane, Anthony Dylan Boone, Brittany
Gayle Burress, Kaylee Ann Capps, Christopher A. Clark, Lindsey
L. Coleman, Chaney W. Curd, Chelsey L. Delaney, Christina M.
Duncan. Elizabeth H. Dunn,Ashlee E. Edminster, Kristen J. Farley,
Eryn N. Fitzer. Candice N. Guge. Mitchell S. Handegan, James T.
Holland. Victoria L. Holmes, Jordan F. Klotz, William David
Langford, Carver J. Lawson, lzel Leon, Jacob Stiles Mayes,
Michael Daniel McGee,Preston Scott Merriss.Cullen Lee Mottette,
Tiffany Marie Parham, Sarah Riley Parker, Shyann Persephone
Royalty, Logan Andrew Smart, Jantzen LeAndra Sparks, Adam B.
Stubblefield, Lucas Aaron Stubblefield, Nathan Sutherland, Allison
Louise Swann,Quinnen Miller Taylor. Julia Renee Thiede, Hannah
Elizabeth Wilson and Rachel Elizabeth Wooten.
The 2014 Murray High School Top 10 percent are William
Clayton Adams. IV. Jacob Daniel Baron. Prestley Lynn Blane,
Anthony Dylan Boone, Lindsey L. Coleman. Elizabeth H. Dunn.
Victoria L. Holmes.Sarah Riley Parker, Nathan Sutherland, Allison
Louise Swann and Hannah Elizabeth Wilson.
Natalie Adams and Will Adams were named the 2014 Murray
High School Outstanding Female and Male Students of their class.
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Howard and Ruth Brandon, of Murray, will celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary on Friday. June 20, 2014.
Mr. and Mrs. Brandon were married June 20, 1954 at the Murray
Woman's Club House. Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiated. Attendants for
the bride were Kay Armstrong, Beauton Brandon and Marjorie
Graber. Attendants for Mr. Brandon were G.T. Brandon, Ben
Armstrong and John Brandon. Jane and Jere Brandon served as
flower girls. Music was provided by Brenda Brandon Estes, soloist,
and Joan Love Bowker, pianist.
Mrs. Brandon, the former Ruth Armstrong, is the daughter of
Benjamin and Geraldine Armstrong of LaCenter. Kentucky, both
deceased. Mr. Brandon is the son of the late E.B. and Ruby Brandon
of Murray.
They are the parents of Randy Brandon and wife Gina, and Lori
Sweeney. Grandchildren are Holly Georgiou and husband P.J., Aron
and Andrew Sweeney and Brandon Edmiston. They have three
great-grandchildren, Sophie Grace Georgiou, Savannah Rain
Georgiou and Benjamin Edmiston.

Local students to attend
GSA at Centre College
Special to the Ledger
This summer, The Kentucky Center will host more than 200
young artists from every region of the Commonwealth as The
Kentucky Center Governor's School for the Arts(GSA)takes place
at Danville's Centre College from June 22 to July 12.
Participating from Calloway County are:
• James Harrison of Calloway County High School - instrumental
music
• Kayla Little of Calloway County High School - musical theatre
• Prashant Chakradhar of Murray High School - instrumental
music
During their three-week stay, 223 student artists from 42 counties
will be immersed in a rigorous scheduled of daily seminars, masterclasses, lectures, hands-on workshops and field trips to regional arts
attractions. Instruction will be offered in nine disciplines - architecture. creative writing, dance, drama, instrumental music, musical
theatre, new media, visual art and vocal music.
Since 1987, more than 4.900 talented high school rising juniors
and seniors have attended the GSA summer program. The program
will culminate on July 12. with an all-day festival that celebrates the
achievements of Kentucky's young artists. Additionally,25 colleges
and universities currently offer scholarships to alumni of GSA.
As one of the nation's leading liberal arts colleges that strives to
create a nurturing environment where creative young people have
transformative experiences, Centre College is excited to host GSA
for the first time in the program's history.
GSA is a public/private partnership inaugurated in 1987 by The
Kentucky Center, the Commonwealth of Kentucky and numerous
private supporters. Today,the vital funding required to make GSA a
reality is provided by the state through the leadership of the
Governor's Office and the Kentucky Tourism, Arts and Heritage
Cabinet, as well as The Kentucky Center Endowment Fund,Toyota
Motor Manufacturing and more than 300 corporations. parents,educators, alumni and friends of GSA.
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The Calloway County Public Library is offering a free computer
class for beginners on internet basics on Thursday. June 19, from
12:30-2:30 p.m. To pre-register for the class, call 270-753-2288.

NAMI Support Group to meet
The NAMI/Murray Family Support Group will meet Thursday,
June 19, at 6:30 p.m. at the Educational Services Building of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, on the corner of Eighth and
Elm Streets. The support group is for the family and friends of
someone diagnosed with a mental illness such as bi-polar, major
depression, schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic
disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder and borderline personality
disorder. At each support group meeting,a sharing and support time
lets attendees be heard in a safe, confidential and welcoming environment. For more information, call 270-748-6133.

ALS Support Group to meet Thursday
The ALS Support Group will meet Thursday,June 19,at 6 p.m. in
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board Room. Please note
the change in date. Dr. Edward Kasarski, medical director of the
ALS Certified Center at the University of Kentucky. will .be the
guest speaker. Contact Mitzi Cathey for information, 2.70-2931748.

CCHS Class of 1974 to have reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1974 will have its 40th
reunion on Saturday. June 28, at the Murray Country Club.
Invitations were sent and many were returned due to not having current addresses. They have attempted to contact all class members
but if a class member did not receive an invitation, please call 270435-4481 and leave a message.

Brewers School picnic to be held
All former Brewers School teachers, students and patrons are
invited to a picnic Saturday. June 28, from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. at
Mike Miller Park in Benton. Bring your own picnic lunch and lawn
chairs to the large pavilion at the park. This is not a potluck. For
more information, contact Barry Thweat, 270-703-2974.

Calloway Health Board meeting planned
The Calloway County Board of Health will hold a special called
meeting Tuesday. June 24, at noon at the Calloway County Health
Department. The agenda topics will include approval of prior board
meeting minutes. FY IS budget, director's report, programmatic
updates and adjournment. All meeting are open to the public.

Concerned Taxpayers plan meeting
The Concerned Taxpayers of Western Kentucky (The Tea Party)
will host Dr. Richard Nelson, executive director of the
Commonwealth Policy Center, Monday, June 23, at 11:30 a.m. in
the back room of Pagliars.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who need help dealing
with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at Elm
Grove Baptist Church,6483 KY 94 E., beginning at 6 p.m. every
Wednesday. Call 270-293-2509 for more information.

Animal Health offers free evaluations
Murray State University's Animal Health Technology Center is
conducting a study on arthritic dogs and is offering free monthly
evaluations. If you own an arthritic dog and would like to participate. contact Natalie Vega,(787) 406-8468 or email nvega@murraystate.edu.

The Murray Art Guild's Gallery, 500 North Fourth Street, holds
art exhibitions, workshops and classes on a monthly basis. The
Guild is open Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
by appointment. For more information on upcoming events,contact
the office at murrayartguild@murray-ky.net or 270-753-4059.

—4331oteel cseiving

From right: Karen Glover, Administrator, Their° Elkins,
Asst. Aclministrator, Peggy Ryczynalti, Activity Director,
and Liz Causey, Medical Records

CCPL to offer free computer class

MAG events offered monthly

need More

• Private and Semi-Private Rooms Available
• Medication Administration
• 24 Hour Supervision
• Financial Assistance Available

Commodity Supplemental Food Program pick up day for seniors
will be Thursday. June 19, from 10:30 a.m. until noon at the Need
Line office, 509 North Eighth Street.
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Need Line accepting CSFP applications
Need Line is accepting applications for the Commodity
Supplemental Food Program, which supplements the nutritional
needs of persons ages 60 or older. To be eligible for the program,
participants must be a resident of the county in which they apply.
meet income guidelines, and complete all paperwork. Apply in person at Need Line,509 N. Eighth St., Monday through Friday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information call 270-753-6333.

Training School Class of 1954 to meet

Murray Training School Class of 1954 will have its 60th reunion
Saturday. June 21, at 4:30 p.m. at the Sid Easley Alumni Building
on the campus of Murray State University.
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Fred Lee
Fred Lee, 77, of Murray. Kentucky, died Monday, June 16, 2014
at his home.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements

MCCH appeals for blood donors,
particularly those with A-Negative

Radio host to run for Kentucky ag commissioner
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) A Kentucky radio host says she will
seek the Democratic nomination for state agriculture commissioner
in 2015.
Jean-Marie Lawson Spann said in a news release she plans to formally announce her candidacy on Wednesday morning in Frankfort
followed by a statewide tour to talk about her plans.
For the past 10 years Spann has hosted the "Jean-Marie Ag Show."
a weekly radio program focusing on state and national agriculture
news. She is the former secretary of the Kentucky Democratic Party
State Central Executive Committee and was a delegate to the 2004
Democratic National Convention.
The commissioner of agriculture is the only statewide constitutional office not held by a Democrat. Republican James Corner has
held the seat since 2012. He is a possible Republican candidate for
governor in 2015.

Photo provided
YOUNG AUTHOR'S CAMP: Murray State University arid the
.Ipckson Purchase Area Writing Project hosteld another sucOssipf Youtti Atjsr's,,CO* on chinpus lbst.va300., the
annual writing camp is organized to promote a love of writing
and encourage young authors to explore different genres and
concepts of writing.

Two Murrayans reported
involved in Graves accident
Staff Report
A Murray woman and a
Murray man were involved in
an accident Monday near
Mayfield.
The Graves County Sheriff's
Office said it responded to a
report of a possible injury accident on KY 58 approximately
four miles east of Mayfield.
Upon arriving at the scene,
deputies reported finding a vehicle with severe damage in a
ditch, but no driver.
According to the GCSO, a
passenger. Chanler Casper of
Murray, was present and reported to deputies that the wreck
had happened after he and the
driver, identified as Aimee
Smith, also of Murray. had
engaged in an argument before
the accident. Deputies said the
vehicle had reportedly been
headed east on 58 and went off

the left side of the road before
entering a ditch, striking the
ditch and spinning about 180
degrees. causing the vehicle to
travel in reverse through the
ditch, before coming to rest.
Deputies reported that Casper
said Smith left the scene, walking toward Marshall County.
Deputies also said some time
later, a caller reported seeing an
individual, believed to be Smith,
at a service station on U.S. 45
just north of the Purchase
Parkway in Mayfield, prompting Deputy George Workman to
respond to that location.
Workman reported that he
found Smith at the station and
spoke with her regarding the
incident. Smith was cited for no
insurance.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.
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Poyner Downey
Jack Wells Norsxsorthy, 89, of Murray, Kentucky, died at 12:45
Pauline Poyner Downey,98,of Henderson. Kentucky,died at 5:25
p.m. Sunday, June 15. 2014 at Spring Creek Health Care Center,
a.m. Sunday, June IS, 2014 at Henderson Nursing and Rehab
Murray.
Center.
He was born Feb. 20. 1925 in Calloway County.
She was born June 9, 1916 in Murray, Kentucky,
Kentucky, to Everett Lee and Leota Wells
to Rev. Paul and Mrs. Cora Poyner.
Norsworthy.
She was a member of Henderson First Baptist
He was a member and former deacon of West
Church since 1946. She retired from the Henderson
Fork Baptist Church. He was a Kentucky Colonel
County School Board of Education after 29 years
and former member of Gideon's International and
of service.
a member of the Murray Rotary Club. He was the
She was preceded in death by her parents and her
owner of Shady Oaks Trailer Park for several
husband of62 years. Charles H. Downey,who died
years.
June 17, 2002,and four siblings.
He was preceded in death by his parents, his
She is survived by a niece, Joy Downey and two
Norsworthy wife, Charlene Clayton Norsworthy, who died
great-nephews, all of Henderson and numerous
Dowisoy
Sept.6,2005,and a brother, Bobby Norsworthy.
other nieces and nephews.
Mr. Norsworthy is survived by his sons, David Norsworthy and
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday, June 18, 2014 at
wife Ginger, and Don Norsworthy, all of Murray; three grandchilBenton-Glunt Funeral Home with Rev. Alan Chamness officiating.
dren, Bradley Norsworthy and wife Holly of Hardinsburg, Brent
Entombment will follow at Fernwood Mausoleum. Visitation will
Norsworthy of Murray and Jessica Chandler and husband Derek of be Wednesday,
June 18,2014 from 10 a.m. until the service hour at
Hazel; and three great-grandchildren, Jakob Norsworthy, Dalton the
funeral home.
Chandler and Jackson Norsworthy.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Tuesday. June 17, 2014 at Building
Fund in Henderson, Kentucky.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Rev. Wayne Carter
Online condolences may be left at www.bentonglunt.com.
officiating. Burial will be in Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation
Benton-Glunt Funeral Home. Henderson, is in charge of arrangewill be after 9 a.m. Tuesday,June 17, 2014 until the service hour at ments.
the funeral home. Pallbearers will be the deacons and members of
the Auditorium Sunday School class of West Fork Baptist Church.
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice House. 803 the preceding obituaries
exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071.
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additionalpublishing or
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
space.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Special to the Ledger
A blood donor must be at least
Murray-Calloway
County 18 years of age (or at least age
Hospital's Blood Donor Center 16 with parental consent), be in
is in need of all blood types, but good health, weigh at least 110
especially A-Negative blood at pounds and pass the brief physithis time.
Area residents are given the cal and health history exams
,
opportunity to donate blood by given pri9r to donation.
The
.blood
need
for
donors
is
attending one of the upcoming
always
needed
and
always
blood clriveS open to the community. or by making an appreciated. To donate, please
appointment at the Blood Donor contact the Blood Donor Center
Center, which is now in a new to schedule a time, or visit on
location on the first floor of the the following dates at the speciMedical Arts Building. East fied locations:
• Wednesday, June 18 from
Wing, beside the Medical Arts
5:00
pm to 8:30 pm at Poplar
Pharmacy at Murray-Calloway
Baptist Church located
Springs
County Hospital.
at
749
Springs Drive in
Poplar
The constant supply of blood
Murray.
provided locally to the center
• Wednesday, June 25 from
gives the gift of life to many
people. and takes less than an 8:30 am to 4:30 pm at Spring
hour to complete. MCCH's Creek Health Care located at
Blood Donor Center is one of 1401 South 16th Street in
only two hospital-based donor Murray.
For more information on hostcenters in Kentucky. which
means the blood drawn from the ing a blood drive, or donating
community stays in the commu- blood,contact the MCCH Blood
nity.
Donor Center at 270-762-1119.
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GOP presidential
hopefuls talk of
unifying party
By DAVID PITT
Associated Press
DES MOINES,Iowa(AP)Three possible Republican candidates for the 2016 presidential
race were in Iowa on Saturday
to offer their prescriptions for
uniting the GOP and rally party
faithful in the early primary
state.
Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal,
U.S. Sen. Rand Paul and former
U.S. Sen Rick Santorum offered
a mix of vision for Republican
leadership and criticism of
Democrats.
It is Paul's third trip to Iowa
since the 2012 election. The
Kentucky senator said the GOP
should maintain its core message but make the party more
attractive to black and Hispanic
voters.
"There's a way to expand the
party, staying true to the core
message, but finding parts of
your message that attract new
people," he said in an interview.
He cited conversations he says
he's had with university students. While they might not care
about a balanced budget amendment or tax regulation. Paul
said, they do have cellphones
and care about privacy issues.
Jindal spent much of his time
criticizing President Barack
Obama, who he said has
presided over "the most liberal,
most ideologically extreme
administration we've seen in our
lifetimes."
He denounced what he called
a dangerous federal intrusion on
religious liberties, citing a lawsuit before the U.S. Supreme
Court involving the Hobby
Lobby store chain, which has
refused to offer coverage of
some contraceptives as required
by Obama's health care law.
"One of the most important
struggles of our time is to stand
up for our First Amendment
religious liberty rights," he said.
Santorum said the Republican
message must focus on workers,
if the party wants to win national elections. Too often the party
talks about cutting taxes on
higher income individuals to
create growth and cut govern-

ment benefits for welfare recipients and others to balance the
budget, issues that do not resonate with average workers, he
said.
"We can win every businessman's vote and still lose elections by landslides," he said.
"We need workers if we're
going to win and we need to
start talking to workers if we're
going to win."
Santorum ran for president in
2012 and narrowly won Iowa's
leadoff caucuses.
Democratic
National
Committee
Chairwoman
Debbie Wasserman Schultz. in
Des Moines Friday to counter
Republican criticisms, said such
rhetoric comes as no surprise.
"I think it says the Republican
Party has been swallowed by
the tea party. If the most conservative member of the House
Republican leadership isn't conservative enough to get his own
party's nomination,then there is
no more establishment or mainstream in the Republican Party."
she said, referring to U.S.
House Majority Leader Eric
Cantor's surprise primary loss
last week to a tea party-backed
challenger. "They've been
pulled so far to the right that it's
going to cause them deep problems in the general election."
Members of the party reacted
enthusiastically.
The GOP faithful at the convention were enthusiastic about
the party's future.
"I don't think there's any problem with the Republican Party
and I don't think there will be
any problem with the more conservative side of the party once
we get a nominee," said Ronald
Varval, of Newton, an independent contractor who installs
internet hardware. "I would
rather support a true conservative than someone who is a
moderate or middle-of-the-road
kind of individual. We've had
that for years, and that just
doesn't work for us. It's just not
our values."

4* STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since

1854

Dow Jones Ind.Avg._l6,776.20+ 5.15
Air Products
12035 - 0.78
92.17 + 0.91
AP*
AT&T.Inc.
14.94 - 0.09
BB&T
18.14 - 0.25
Bank of America
15.27 0.17
Briggs & Stratum
19.77 + 0.07
Bristol Myers Squibb .47.18 + 0.09
Caterpillar .
106.76. 0.02
Chevron Texaco Corp 128.45 + 1.19
Yahoo
34.80 - 2.15
Dean Foods
17.97 + 026
Exxon-Mobil ..................102.90 + 0.27
Ford Motor Co
16.63+ 0.07
General Electric
.26.82 - 023
t;laxo Smith Kline
34.40 - 0.10
Amazon.
325.89 - 0.22
Goodyear lire & Rubber -2723+ .00

Pritys as DI 3:90 pan.
,m„Imii 16. 2fi14

HopFed Banc* ......... 1140• 2.150.09
1 11 51
-18230 - 025
.............................29.9
Intel
5 + 0.09
Mattel
+ 0.01
McDonalds
101.04 + 0.56
Merck
-0.20
Microsoft
AlSO + 0.241
KPenney
+ Oil
Pepsica.Inc.--...-.-.87.61 + 0.01
Pfizer, Inc ---2942+ 0.09
Regions Financial ...---.10.57.0.14
Sears Holding Corp
JEW • 1.04
Time Warser
+IM
034
US Bancorp
106.07 • 0111
WellPaint,Is(
Wal-Mart
7532 + 0.04

HILLIARD LYONS

Per dap

Financial Consultants 11-RI
Ron Arant 1 Heath Scott
Court Square 1 Murray, KY 42071
270-753.3366 I 800.444•1854
Hours: 0:00 a.m.-5.00 p.m. 14-F

Display your car, truck,
SUV, boat or motorcycle
in a high -traffic location
for only $1 per day.

Murray
•
Street
Chestnut
location)
800 (former Carroll Mazda-Nissan details.
270-75S-2571 for
Call

1111112W Lycra
maim in PI iladi I wc-prt• irdarod I Milani Illormillan math es Now No FDIC Ma* No
Bern Cominvine Way Low Volin Swain And Wrwit J JD NOW WI Loons I.ICI 1001,NYSE MOI SPC 02003

Pee1f:4Ho11and
in.1111
.
, I •RNA t tort,i11111g •

American
Red Cross
(

Every Donation Brings Hope

Murray
Murray Ledger & Times
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CLASSIFIEDS
classifIedemarrayledger.cala

041.

Call

ADJUSTMENTS

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any

I I N. I

error Murray Ledger & Times will be

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified/Office Manager

responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can

for all your
classified needs

4116511b

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
I )1.-.1.1 .1 % I k•-.

41.420

Chelsea
Humphreys

HILL
PUN
EXCA1
TRt,
All Your S
Josh:
&P
Dirt,

.1,-.

58.2.5 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver;
The publisher maintains the hght to 1Ciec I or edit ;my subinittecl matter

be made

•
•'/11.2:

••it

•

• • :-

1111J- APTEAR QN

DEADLINES
Fn 101.m.
Fn.9a.m.
4011.9;1.
Mon. 12 p.m.
Tut 1p.m.
Wed. 12 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

Monday
Smart Sayer
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Fnital
Saturday

NOW ENROLLING
Assist to Succeed
Dental Assisting School at the
office of Dr. Jerry Sells in Benton.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Infinity Group is hiring for
Pella Corporation in Murray, KY
Assembly Operators!
Are you an individual that loves working
with your hands and building a quality
product? It so, please send resume to
jdavid@inf-grp.com or call 270-767-2518

Starting August 12th.
Classes will run on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings from 6-9pm for
10 weeks. Tuition is $2,999.

An equal opportunity employer
Post-offer drug screen & background check required

Call (270)527-1479 or visit
BentonDentist.com for more
information.

CCS
CORRECT CARE
soLuTioNs
Become a Part of the Solution!

Class size is limited.
;I\DER'nFiPtJc
los ?forth Ofri Sr.
Murray. ICY 42071
6irsfie7Ytn8 gours
efiurs, 'Fri & Sat
toast to 5T14
25* Off!
Furaiturs,
fiasswart, %omit
Dust' & Mere,
MATH Tutor - Algebra
(necessary for success
in higher math, calcuphysics),
lus, and
offered in two 1.5 hour
sessions a week. $351
week. Instructor has
experience teaching
high school and college
with high success in
tutoring. Bryce (812)
596-4289
REX'S Worm Farm
4600 Irvan Cobb Rd
270-436-2189
worms, nightred
crawlers, wax worms.
meal worms OPEN
24/7

Correct Care Solutions is currently seeking topnotch healthcare professionals to Join our team.

SINGER
SALES 6, VAC

Medical Director/Physician - Kentucky State
Penitentiary located in Eddyville, KYFull Time (40hrsiwk)'

JUKI. JANOME 8 SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $79
G.E. Financing
908-C S 12th
Center
(270)753-5323

1st Month Free!
*New Climate Control
Available
.2417 Surveillance
*Pest Control

We otter generous compensation and a benefits
package which includes medical, dental, vision.
401K, FSA. tuition reimbursement and more.
For immediate consideration, please apply
online at www correctcaresolutions corn/careers

Ilssy 94 East
270-978 1 400 or
271) 4,s -; 61 22

CCS is an EEO Employer

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk Although persons
and companies menare
herein
tioned
believed to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities

LAKE Way Nursing
and Rehab Center now
has a full-time position
for a dietary cook/aide
for nursing home environment Must be able
to work days, afternoons and weekends
Apply in person at Lake
and
Nursing
Way
Rehab Center 2607
Main Street Benton, KY
NO phone calls please
E0E/AAE

Local Mail
Home Delivery
430.00
3 mo.
$30.00
3 mo.
6
$55.00
6 mo.
$105.00
1 yr. ..-.$105.00
1 yr.

Visa

M/C

Name

City_
Zip

Daytime Ph.

a

When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on (sir classifieds
wehpage at

1
1
1

I St Address

I State

DISCLAIMER

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
$96.00
6 mo.
$145.00
1 yr. ..-

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 43071
Or call (270) 763-1916

Dr. Fuhrmann
270-753-4161
155
AppNancss
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

605E South 12th S'

(270) 753-1713

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185. (270)2934121
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121.

Certified Nurse Aide
positions for evening &
night shifts Benefits
include paid time off
accrual, 401K options
& flexible scheduling
Apply at Benchmark
Healthcare of Puryear
220 College Street
Puryear TN 731-2473205 EOE

LEDGER&TIMES

Money Order

902A N 20th St
2BR 2 BA
Fenced backyard
$700/mo
270-753-5344

murrayledgercorn.
you will he redirected
to johnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local ioh
listings will appear on
this wehsite
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the johnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questInns regarding
the Murray area
toh listings Thank you

CONCRETE MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
FEDERAL Materials
Company has immediate openings CDL
necessary. Safe driving
record, good work history, and a flexible
schedule is required
Top benefits, lots of OT,
and much more. Apply
In person at any location.
NO PHONE CALLS.
Positions are available
in: Paducah, Calvert,
,Murray, Cadiz,
Princeton ,Mayfield
at
more
Learn
www.fmcl . corn
OPENING for HVAC/R
Technician; min 3 years
KY
experience
HVAC
Journeyman
License, EPA License
driving
clean
and
required.
record
Excellent pay & benefits. Send resume 8 references to J&M A/C
and Refrigeration, LLC.
610 Oak Grove Rd.
Benton, KY 42025.
SHEET metal (Duct
(Service
installers)
Tech's) Call 270-4421313
070
Poson Welled
WILL sit with loved
ones in home, nursing
hospital.
or
home
Excellent References
Please Call Linda
731-247-3127
731-363-0080

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
iBR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD l-800-145-1833 eat 283

WK&T will otter candidates a base salary
including commissions and an excellent benefit
package. Interested applicants must complete
an application and attach resume at the
Mayfield or Murray employment services offices
in Kentucky and the Pans career center in
Tennessee by June 23, 2014
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

Elec
Indio

Mt
Specia

180
Lawn &Garden
HICKS Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270.853 3140
Welter's Lawn Service
Reliable Free Estimate
10% Senior Citizen
Discount
Best price Satisfaction
guaranteed or it's free
(270)293-7220
270
'bele Nome.For Sale
2004 Clayton 60x76
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding,
shingle roof, decks
$23,900 270-293-4312
280
Mobilo Homes For Rent
South Hazel TN 3bedroom 2 bath, C/I-1/A
270-492-8526

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required
4109
1BR apt in various
Coleman
locations
Real Estate 270-7539898
38R, 2 1/2 BA
907 B N 20th
$800/ month
4 txirrn 3bath 2500 sq
ft. $1000 rent. $1000
dcdt I small pet only.
1802 Valley Dr Apt B
270-753-8242

MP
'
r
2
1

r

1/1,1rtif.n

an

ick
pcm,
ul enspicnr.

NEW apartment in
$550 00/mo
Hazel
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211

Nice 1200sqft duplex.
2BR, 1 5BA, 1 car
garage, in Lynn Grove
Trash pick up & water
$725/mo,
included
$725/deposit. 270-2271743
-)
"r- bedroom
Duplex W/ carport
appliances NO pets
1yr lease 270-2277414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
Two Bedroom Duplex,
with C/H/AC, All appliances furnished_ NO
Pets270-436-5960
VERY nice 48R, 2BA,
newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
340
Houses For Rant
2 bedroom 2 bath
Lake Front Property
Private Dock
$900 mth 1 year lease
270-252-4035
2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
rucholsent corn
/properties
3 Bedroom 2 Bath
All Appliances, Deck,
Storage
Carport,
Building Available July
23rd
$925 month, 1501
Story Ave. 270-2939493. 270-759-5885
VERY Nice 3bd/lba
house, next to MSU.
Pet welcome, C/H/A.
appliances
Own
$700 00/deposit
1604 Main St
270-227-3250

Real Estate

Lots For Rent

Stcesgs Rentals

We want to buy your
coins' Appraise coins
and answer questions

1h0
Norm Furnishings

1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1@murray-ky.net

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

Sells at Hazel
Antique Mall and
Trends-n-Treasures

Minimum two-year degree in related field or
equivalent work experience in sales

• Garland

, Embroidery &
Screen Printing
& What You Ordered
Time
on
Always

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray .M• Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin Adams
Residential & Commercial
308$. 12th
_ 'Eyeglasses
Murray
•
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
'Contacts
759-2500
j •Eye asease
Thank you for your businessf
murrayeyecare.com

1TIFIEMPREIT=fir

WK&T is an equal opportunity provider
and employer.

get him a subscription to the
MUAY
RR

Check

*Our home or yours
*Reliable
*References Available
*Affordable
•a•
'Safe & Loving Environment
.

Articles
For Sale

Individuals will be responsible for aggressively
growing residential and business customer base
through outbound sales. Successful candidates
must be highly motivated with strong public
relations skills, time management and be detail
oriented.

0„_,HAs
EVEWMIG

I

PAYING $20 and up
for old silver dollars
270-293-6999

Direct Sales Representative

Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters. rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders, iron
workers, milhwrights, pipe fitters, pipe welders,
operators, crane operators, field engineers,
foreman and superintendents for heavy industnal
work MSHA training is helpful but not required
EOE Apply at 1821 Peartree Lane. Hopkinsville.
KY 42240 or email resumes to
dbuehler robinsonconstruction.com

.$7050
3 mo.
6 am......--- $90.00
I yr.---...- $120.00

CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS. AIR CONCARDITIONERS,
PETING, ETC 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray,

WK&T, an industry leader in broadband,
television. voice, and secunty services is
searching for high-energy sales professionals to
fill the full-time positions of

Construction Workers

,PitrvearS 5,. Noun I

Kritter Kare
Animal Boarding and House Calls

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633

RN's and LPN's -PRN

•
Light

[BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

150

Papa Smurf
Storage

• Mur

-Br

^
Phone: 270-759-5426
Email: krItterkareboardIng@yahoo.com

Medical Director/Physician - Green River
Correctional Complex located in Central City.
KY- Part Time (16hrs/wk)

Help Wanted

Rest of KV/TN

BABY-SITTER has 2
openings for children
under age 5. $25.00
per child/day. Clean,
non-smoking, healthy
environment 270-2278810

Medical Director/Physician - Western KY
Correctional Complex located in Fredonia, KYPart Time (8hrs/wk)

060

I

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Notice

090
Domestic & Childcare

060

060

"If

•. . :. - - : •

stop by our
To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classifiedemurrayledger.com or
(270) 753-1927
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:
020

Whit

Sand,
(270)2

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Manufactured Home
Lots for rent in Riviera
Courts 270-753-3280

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Homes For Sill

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4Th ST.
Career of 121 S. A Glendale.
IOXIO's & 10x15's
1270)436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
.We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

RGL storage, LLC
640 S. 41s St &
Sunbury Cir.
Multigns warm,
at frowsy unit.
3.01r$9. newly
remodeled.

321:0-7111-7641
Commerical Prop. For Rent

I edKer & Times fait
'lousing Act Notice
All real estate ad% erteed herein
is subtett to the Federal Fair
Housing Act. %shich makes it
illegal to ad‘ertee an% reter
owe limitation or docnminatton based im race, color, relc
gkin. se% handkar, familial status or national origin, or mien
make ins such prefer
turn
enies imitations or discrimina
non

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverfleld Estates
SBG Real Property State lahs torbid dek.nmination
in the sak. rental or ad% ertising
Professionals
1 real estate based rm tactors in
1,
addition to thince protected
293-7872
under federal lah
676 Walston Road
4BR, 3 full baths, large
all purpose room, nice
appliances, 2 heating
units, hardwood &
ceramic tile floors, nice
moldings Must see'
270-753-5344
CHECK out this baby
doll' Occupied
780 sq ft 2BR C/H/A
Covered porches,
storage bldg. new
paint, surveyed proper-

Auto Shop

(270)485-6122
Pats & Supplies
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Rsel Estill
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes Visit
nicholsent corn/properties or call 270-7534109

a
-orueiwy
a Taws
7113-tet
head help
salting your
house?
We can get the
word outl
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achieve'
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along v,
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knohuigl% .1%%ept an‘
Tke
ad% ertising or wale-tate hhkh
is not in i'elation el the la,' All
persons are hereb% intornied
that all dhellings at erteed are
a% allable in an %Nual .rpportu
flits basis

group

mailer assistant,' hill% Fair
Housing Ad% ertising require
ments. "'Mad SAA ounscl
Rene l' 511am,(71131145-1111t1

School

ty
Lots of extras
$14,750 00
With reasonable offer,
you can own it! East
Elementary area Drive
by 229 White Oak.
Murray KY 270-7536012

Fir

Council
Studies
accom
was0
Hines.

ing for
Europe
tory in
and 1 f
Auto Pets

Highl
includ

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

Museur

Cathech

Museur
Madri

ilakst
Maosn
B

HOUSE FOR SALE

Olymp

1954 SqFt, 3BR 2 BA
Whole-house generator,
Screened porch Security System
Shop 6r Barn
8.3 Acres available

ilanbi
u de
a vta
S

2,3OOSOFT
Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space
802 Maple Street
270-753-8984
clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

Three
students

particul
studie
ing rrt

niNv
mboo
am

is bei
follow
to visi
interes
2585 Crossland Road
$230,000
270.753.8920

Come Home..
To a quality-built house on a
quiet cul-de-sac in Gatesboro.
3,000 sqft on 3/4 treed acre lot.
Four large bedrooms,3 full baths,
screened-in back porch. Hardwood,
carpet, permastone & tile throughout.
1100 Berkshire Court
Drive by and give us a call:
270.753.5615 or 270.283.2%3
By appointment only

Services Offered
176
V
02 Triton
90hp
Magnum
E-tech
Evinrude
loaded/excellent condition $9.200
270-492-8006

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

DRY
Kentu
bury
Wars
ly ide
ing.
The
(http:
the re
Gordo
on Tu
Friday
Ceme
Willia
Gor
1949,
from
He w

died i

in 19f

Farr

510
Services Offered

wond

Hill Electric
ALL
floonng•decks•windows•ronfing•garage
doors•and so much
more! Call today for a
free quote Nadeau
Construction Proudly
Constructing
Satisfaction' 270-9782111 or 270-227-0067

Fa

Since 1986

Residential &
Commercial
licensed & insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
WNW

hillelectric.com

decad

"No

happe
Tony
Mil

lists I

Acco

& Iimtns

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
530

530

530

Services Ottenid

F0 10 a.m.
F0 9 a.m.
Mon.12 p.m.
Tue.lp.m.
Vied.12 pa
Thur.12p.m.

our
1927

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
In,
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

ices Offered
KLIILTUCADAKE
REMODEUNG COM
-rtorne improvements
*Bath Kitchen
Drywall Painting
Plumbing Flooring Decks
-insured *Sr Discount
Free Estimates
"Wender Ofringoes List

270-436-5959

MITCHELL
BROS.

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

01
11010

PAVING

We// Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

40,,,rs nxponenco

12701293-8480

(270)759-0501

Hill Appliance

GARLAND
RENTAL
if you've got It we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 2417 Surveillance

Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(2701226-0194
Service on all
major brands
licensed & Insured

fing

LANDSCAPING

Lath 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
AILSbraleiliand_Wkst

Free estimates

MINI
STORAGE
!PHU

Electrical Contractors, LLC
James C. Gallimere
weiW GE01.1.0 NET

(270) 759-0890

-

A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree wont.
436-5141

Industrial/Cammettlal/Residendal

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

LAWN CARE

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

1 3
8
2
8
46

MULCHING

Call Kevin at

270-293-4020

TRAVIS
ASPHALI
Pas ing-Svalcuating
Striping
;ras el-Dirt-Sand
TON TKA% IS

Difficulty Lesel **

270-293-4256

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
-Removal

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

• weekis ts: pecitI pickups

(270)489-2839

•locally owned/operated
LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562. 2270267

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
-Handyman Services
-Yard Wort(
•Gutters Cleaned
•Home Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
*24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Murray High students to travel to Europe

ay!

r 1k limes Fair
g Act Notice
te ad% erti,
ed herein
Federal Fair
1„ which makes it
tertise an% preter•
him or discnminaon race, Will• reitnstii-ar, familial staal origin, or mien.
ant such preferhim.or discnmirta11 till'

irbid discrimination
rental or advertising
based on lactors in
o those protected
al laW
is'Agit avvept ant
for real estate is hich
abort ot the law All
e hereF4 informed
atit erteed al-tan equal kwortuassistance

Over 28 Years
Experience

ON BEAD

7
Gallimore

759-2500
yec.are.com

CLEAN CUT

$12 Whitneli Ave.

Ordered
urray

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

270-753-2905

Murray

•lioensect-IrvAired

'Don t speed your money out at
state keep 1 ocal'

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

308 S. 12th

Siksrelak lltiL itr
*Seal COWIN 6 storing

Greet Hometown Service

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

a ties

Services Offered

Greg Mansfield

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

et

Tuesda). June 17, 2014 • 7

i lb Fair

Jr erti.ing require
tact NA A ounsel
am, 7113i hax- woo

Auto Parts

ED TIRES
15. 16 inch
ding at S20
riounted

753-5606

Special to the Ledger
Three Murray High School
students are traveling to France
and Spain this summer to
immerse themselves in the
Spanish and French languages,
as well as learn about the important cultural, historic and artistic
achievements of these two
countries.
Juniors
Etta
Danielson and Brendan Parker,
along with sophomore Megan
J.Wilson, will travel to Madrid,
Barcelona and Paris as part of a
group with the American
Council
for
International
Studies. The students will be
accompanied by Murray High
School spanish teacher Lauren
Hines.
Wilson states that she is looking forward to traveling to
Europe. "There is so much history in that region of the world
and I find it very intriguing."
Photo provded
Highlights of the itinerary Pictured, from left, Brendan Parker, Etta Danielson and Megan Wilson who will travel to
include visits to the Louvre France and Spain this summer.
Museum and Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris, the Prado own passion for the cultural her- Louie B. Nunn Kentucky High School, she accompanied
Museum and Royal Palace in itage that we study in my class- Teacher Hall of Fame recipient, many students on educational
Madrid, the National Park of the es." Parker added,"I am looking Debbie Burgess and the late Sue trips to Spain. "There is nothing
Monastery in Spain and the forward to the trip. It is going to Spann, a French teacher for quite like travel to expand your
many years at Murray High horizons and broaden your perBasilica of the Holy Family and be a lot of fun."
Wilson and Danielson applied School. "The MISD Foundation spective." Burgess states.
Olympic sites in Barcelona.
Burgess and Spann both had a
Students will also have time for and received a $500 scholar- for Excellence is pleased to help
The
Murray students travel abroad through long-lasting impact on the lanavailable to visit those sites of ship from
particular interest to them. "I Independent School District the Burgess-Spann endowed guage program at Murray High
for scholarship," said Foundation School and contributed to the
Foundation
studied in France and Spain dur- (MISD)
The
MISD President Ron Cella."This is the tradition of excellence at
ing my time at Murray State Excellence.
University." said Hines."What I Foundation for Excellence is in first year that students have trav- Murray Independent School
am looking forward to the most charge of dispersing the eled with a language teacher District. The Burgess-Spann
is being able to help students Burgess-Spann Foreign Travel since 2006 when students were endowed scholarship was made
possible through contributions
follow their passions and be able Award which honors long-time accompanied by Burgess."
Burgess is no stranger to trav- of former colleagues and stuto visit those sites that most Murray High School spanish
interest them while sharing my teacher and the 2014 Governor el. During her tenure at Murray dents in their honor.

Family prepares to bury remains of Korean War POW
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DRY RIDGE, Ky.(AP) — A
Kentucky family is preparing to
bury the remains of a Korean
War soldier, which were recently identified through DNA testing.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
(http://bit.ly/T14FSP) reports
the remains of Sgt. Paul M.
Gordon will return to the U.S.
on Tuesday and will be interred
Friday at the Kentucky Veterans
in
North
Cemetery
Williamstown.
Gordon joined the Army in
1949, shortly after graduating
from Crittenden High School.
He was sent to Korea, where he
died in a prisoner of war camp
in 1951 at the age of 20.
Family members say they
wondered about his fate for

decades.
"None of us really knew what
happened to him," said nephew

Tony Gayhart of Burlington.
Military officials said scientists from the Joint POW/MIA
Accounting Command and the

DNA
Forces
Armed
Identification Laboratory used
DNA from Gordon's sister and
brother, as well as other evidence, to make the identification.
Gayhart, who was born two
years after his uncle disappeared, said he remembers as a
young child looking through a
scrapbook his grandmother
kept. The story of his lost uncle
"just tugged at my heart ever
since I was a little bitty kid," he
said.
According to a statement from
the Department of Defense
War/Missing
of
Prisoner
Personnel Office. Gordon was
deployed in the vicinity of
Wonju, South Korea, and was
assigned to Company H, 2nd
Infantry
38th
Battalion,
Infantry
2nd
Regiment,
Division. He was listed as missing in action after a January
1951 battle.
According to other soldiers.
Gordon was captured by the

Chinese during the battle and
taken to a POW camp, where he
died in June.
In the early 1990s. North
Korea handed over 208 boxes of
human remains, some of which
were thought to have been from
near the camp where Gordon
was held, according to the military statement.
man, of
Gayhart said

Gordon's family members,
including two brothers and a sister — died without knowing his
remains had been located.
He said his mother, Dorothy
Gordon Gayhart, was "happy
and sad."
"She's happy that her brother
is finally coming home." he
said, "but she's sad that it's happening this wa
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday,June 18, 2014:
This year you often feel pressured by superiors and their
expectations. You might be far
more capable than you realize.
Take a risk and go out on a limb;
be willing to do something out
of your comfort zone. If you are
single, you'll attract someone
from work or from a commitment. Be aware of the problems
you could encounter by mixing
your private life with your public image before jumping in. If
you are attached, you are likely
to enjoy being around your significant other more often.
PISCES can irritate you, as you
can't read him or her clearly.

tunnel your anger into spending
money or partaking in other
indulgences Tonight Let the

fun begin
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Pace yourself, as you
have a lot of ground to cover.
You might not be sure how to
prioritize your tasks. Your anger
could emerge from out of the
blue in a discussion with a higher-up. Find a mutually acceptable solution for both of you.
Tonight: Have some fun.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to create a new beginning. Your ability to manifest much more of
what you desire will materialize.
You could be sitting on some
anger that might trigger a strong
reaction when dealing with foreign elements. Tonight: Indulge
The Stars Show the Kind of your imagination.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 21)
I-Difficult
**** You'll be involved witiva
deceptive situation that surARIES(March 21-April 19)
rounds your home and/or a
*** You'll wake up with a new family member. As a result, you
perspective. A dream might could have difficulty rooting out
have provided a solution to a the cause. Ask questions, and
problem. When you initially the answers might change your
present this idea, you could thinking. Use care with your
receive a negative response. finances. Tonight: Head home.
After a lively discussion, howev- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
er, an agreement is likely to be 19)
reached. Tonight: As you would **** Make a point to help
like it.
others (as well as yourself)
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
understand a confusing project
***** You see the potential or idea. Your outlook could
in seizing the moment. You change once you grasp what is
know • what is possWar.:And being said. You might not want
you'll try to move forward in a to assume the lead here, so let
progressive manner. A sugges- someone else step.in. Tonight:
tion that you initially had doubt- Don't let someone else's frused will prove to work. Be willing tration get to you.
to give credit where credit is AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
due. Tonight: Continue as you **** You'll see through a
have.
ruse, but whether you decide to
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
let others in on it will depend on
**** Your pensive side will several factors. Consider the
emerge, and it might encourage cost of keeping this deception
a novel way of approaching to yourself. A friend could be
someone you look up to. The involved, but you might prefer
best thing to do is try it out and that he or she figures it out withsee where it takes you. Your out your help. Tonight Out late.
more dynamic personality will PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
shine through. Tonight: Be will- **** You seem to know the
ing to work till the wee hours.
right way to go. Your creativity
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
will point to the correct path for
**** Investigate different an emotionally trying situation.
solutions in order to achieve a A friend could reverse his or her
certain end result. You could be support with a critical issue.
very pleased by what emerges. Trust yourself and your deciLaughter surrounds a loved sions. Tonight: Be the lead playone. Your upbeat attitude and er.
your willingness to let others
chip in will create good interac- BORN TODAY
tions. Tonight: Reach for the Musician Paul McCartney
(1942), newspaper publisher
stars.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
E.W. Scripps (1854), singer
**** Deal with a partner Blake Shelton (1976)
directly, if you desire certain
sm.
results. It is easier to work as a
team than it is to work alone. A Jacqueline Bigar is on the
discussion might point to an Internet at www.jacquelinebiadjustment being made, so try gar.com.
not to get discouraged. Set (c) 2014 by King Features
aside any uncomfortable feel- Syndicate Inc.
ings. Tonight: Dinner for two.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22)
**** Someone could be
Chess
pushing you too hard right now.
P Places passed. protected. kickward
You might not be sure which
way to proceed, even though
abcde
you'll have a limited number of
8
8
choices. Curb a tendency to
7
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Mr and Mrs Howard Brandon
will celebrate their 506 wedding
anniversary on June 20. A family
dinner is planned.
Kalyn Fox of Calloway County
High School was recently named to
the first team of the Class 3A All
State team after leading the Lady
Lakers to the championship of the
KHSAA Fast Pitch Softball tournament.
Pictured is Allen Morton as he
runs bases during a game of cricket
at the YMCA's summer program at
North Elementary.
Twenty years ago
Pictured is Murray Electric
System employee Mike Wilson as
he attaches new Freedom Feat banners to utility poles along 12th
Street.
Dennison and Hunt Sporting
Goods is having their 20th anniversary sale next week.
Shown are winners of the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club Music Contest. Winners in the
high school division are Michael
Steffy. trombone, third; Jeremy
Long. soprano sax. second; Ryan
Cunningham. alto saxophone. first.
Middle School winners were
Stephen Breeding. baritone and Jeff
Owen. baritone, co-first; Jeff Page.
trumpet and Candace Gurley. flute.
co-seconds: and Cheri Riedel. horn.
honorable mention.
Leigh Ann Carter, daughter of
Gerald and Mary Ann Carter and a
graduate of Murray High School
has been named to the Dean's List
for the spring semester at Union
Iniversity.
Thirty years ago
Miss
Melendez.
Tammy
Kentucky USA will be the honored
guest and will be presenting the
prizes for the Murray Country'
Queens
Kings and
Club's
Invitational Golf Tournament.
Pat Latimer. assistant trust officer
at Bank of Murray recently attended
the final week of the Western
Kentucky University Trust School
at Bowling Green. Five other bank
officers completed the second year

W ine Kentucky School of Banking
at the University of Kentucky They
are Anne Barrow. Wilma Billington.
Pat Dalton. Jobeth England and
Charles Foster.
William N. Cherry. director of the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center is shown being
greeted by his friend US. Senator
Walter Huddleston and Mrs.
Huddleston at a retirement dinner
held in his honor. With Cherry is Dr.
Kala Stroup. MSU president and
Mrs. Jean Cherry.
Forty years ago
Construction started today on
improvements at the MurrayCalloway County airport according
to Dr. Hugh Oakley. airpon board
chairman.
Linda Patterson and Margarette
Winchester of New Concord and
Ruth Pasco of Robertson have been
selected as Outstanding Elementary
Teachers of the Year from MurrayCalloway County.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gooch, May 28;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Staton Lamb,
May 28; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Dale Crouch, May 29; and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Kelson, May
31.
Fifty years ago
James Rudy Allbritten, Frank
Roberts. A.B. Crass, Gene Landolt.
Marvin Fulton and L.D. Williams
are new officers of the board of
First Christian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins were
married 50 years on June 12.
Recent births include a boy to Mr.
Mrs. Gaylord Thomas
and
Carruthers and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard James.
Sixty years ago
James Stewart, Richard James
and Ronnie Hampton. members and
C'arman Parks, advisor, of Hazel
High School's Chapter of Future
Farmers of America. attended the
Kentucky FFA convention in
Louisville.
W.Z. Carter. superintendent of
Murray City Schools, spoke at a
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
He was introduced by Vernon Hale.

Men posting profiles on dating The sooner a stroke is treated,
the better the recovery
sites could use a few tips
DEAR ABBY: May I sit in
your chair and give some advice
today ? It's aimed at men who
place ads on dating sites and then
wonder why they can't meet 'quality" women.
I'm an educated, decent-looking. middle-aged widow who has
dated quite a
lot through
such ads and
local social
groups. Yes,it
can be a jungle out there.
but the Internet is a wonderful tool for
bringing people together.
Dear Abby
I live in a
small town,
and the pool
By Abigail
eligible
of
Van Buren
men is smaller here than in metropolitan areas.
That said, there are few profiles
that attract my attention and that
of my divorced/widowed friends.
Gentlemen, some pointers:
I. Smile! A dour expression
is unpleasant.
2. We may want to see you
with your shirt off after we get
to know you. but it's not the most
appealing or refined pose for a
first look.
3. Be realistic. If you are Joe
Average. we Jane Averages would
enjoy meeting you. Are you REALLY going to hold out for a model
who is a decade or so younger
than you?
4. Be kind to the English language. You don't have to be a
genius. but it would be nice to
know you can competently communicate in writing.
5. Consider a shave. Some
women like men with facial hair:
the majority of the ones I know.
do not. About 75 percent of men
over 50 have a mustache, beard
or both. What are you hiding
under there?

6. If you're married and miserable, for goodness sake, go for
marriage counseling or get a
divorce. But please don't deceive
women who want to meet a nice
guy to share life with.
In case you think I'm being
too harsh, we gals welcome any
suggestions from men who scroll
through those female profiles looking for love. -- SURFING IN
PETERSBURG, ILL.
DEAR SURFING: I'm printing your letter, and I'm sure the
reaction will be interesting. The
No. I complaint I've heard about
Internet dating has to do with
misrepresentation on both sides
of the gender divide.
DEAR ABBY: My 83-yearold mother wants a tattoo! She
loves classical music and has decided to have a musical note tattooed on her shoulder. Should I
institutionalize her,or chauffeur her
to the local tattoo parlor? -SHOCKED IN GARDEN GROVE.
CAUF.
DEAR SHOCKED: At 83,
your mother is old enough to
make this decision without your
blessing. She also appears to be
young enough at heart that she
may not need the ride.
DEAR ABBY: I am being
divorced and my oldest son is being
married. My soon-.to-be-ex-wife
does not want my girlfriend to
attend. This has put a great deal
of pressure on my son and his
fiancee.
I left my wife for this woman.
I love her and would like her to
attend with me. What is proper?
-- DANNY IN DELAWARE
DEAR DANNY: Because your
divorce is not yet final, leave
your girlfriend at home. Her
absence would be the most thoughtful and considerate gift you could
give your son, his bride and your
almost-former wife.

DEAR DOCTOR K: What vision, particularly in one eye.
-- Sudden difficulty speaking.
are the warning signs of stroke?
-- Inability to understand what
Why is it important to be able
someone is saying.
to recognize them?
-- Dizziness or loss of balDEAR READER: Nothing
makes me sadder than to see ance.
-- Sudden, lasting. excruciatsomeone suffer a stroke that could
headache.
ing
strokes
all
Not
been
avoided.
have
The following Act FAST (Face.
can be avoided, but many produce warning symptoms that can Arms, Speech,Time) checklist can
trigger preventive actions -- if help you determine whether somethey are rec- one else is having a stroke. If
the answer to any of the quesognized.
Your brain tions below is yes. call 911:
FACE: Ask the person to smile.
relies on a
steady supply Does one side of the face droop?
ARMS: Ask the person to raise
of oxygenrich blood to both arms. Does one arm drift
every- downward?
do
SPEECH: Ask the person to
thing. When
blood repeat a simple sentence. Are the
the
words slurred? Does he or she
supply to any
to repeat the sentence corDr. Komaroff part of your fail
rectly?
sudis
brain
By
TIME: If the answer to any
denly interDr. Anthony
rupted, it can of these questions is yes, time is
Komaroff
have serious important. Call 911 or get to the
effects. You may lose strength. have hospital fast.
Early stroke treatment increastrouble coordialhg your movements, and have trouble speaking es the chances of preventing sigor understanding what people are nificant brain cell death and dissaying to you. You may not be ability.- One of the main stroke
able to think clearly or remem- treatment drugs is recombinant
ber things. You may have trou- tissue plasminogen activator (tPA).
It must be given within three
ble seeing or hearing.
A stroke occurs when an injury hours of the start of stroke sympto a blood vessel deprives a part toms -- and earlier is better.
I had a patient who suffered
of the brain of its constant blood
supply. As a result, brain cells from atrial fibrillation, an abnorcan die, taking with them the mal heart rhythm that increases
ability to move,speak,feel or think. the risk that bltxxl clots will form
If the brain's blood supply is in the heart, travel to the brain
quickly restored, a person may and cause a stroke. I could not
recover from a stroke with little convince him to take an anticoor no disability. That's why it is agulant drug to keep clots from
vital to recognize the warning forming.
In his early 60s, he suddenly
signs of stroke in yourself and
in others -- and to get to an had a devastating stroke that ended
emergency room immediately if his capacity to work and to do
the things he most enjoyed in
they occur.
If you experience any of these life. Ever since, I've asked myself
symptoms, immediately dial 911: if I could have somehow done a
-- Weakness in an arm, hand better job of explaining why taking that medicine was so imporor leg.
-- Numbness on one side of tant. I hope the advice I've given
here will help my readers take these
the body.
-- Sudden dimness or loss of warning signs seriously.
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others may charge a small fee. They also may ask
you to sign a waiver saying that you know about
the warnings related to effectiveness and liability
when usin,g ertenders. — Heloise
SILICA-GEL PACKETS
Dear Heloise: When I find little packets of desiccants ( silica-gel packets) in boxes to keep moisture out of the contents, I wonder if it is safe to
put one in my cracker jar. I did try it. and the
crackers stayed just as crisp and fresh as when I
opened it. but is this safe? — Vicki A. in Idaho
Although these packets are nontoxic. they are
t_c:orq col
not recommended for use with food (unless the
LET'S SEE HOW HE FEELS ABOUT
packet.% came packaged with that particular food
YEAH, BUT),
ME BORROWING HIS DRIVER THIS
IT'S RUINED!
item). To keep your crackers fresh, store them in
WEEKEND
77.d
an airtight container or even the freezer.
There are mans other areas in your home where
---,1-
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you could reuse silica-gel packets. but don't use
them when storing food. — Heloise
TELEVISION WATCHING
Dear Heloise: The other day. I was having a
hard time understanding the dialogue on a favorite
TV show. When my daughter walked into the room.
I mentioned to her how hard it is to hear dialogue
when actors talk too fast or too quietly. She told
me she has a way to fix that when it happens to
her.
Without a second thought. she took the TV
remote from me, turned the volume to "mute," and
the closed captioning appeared on the bottom of
the screen. (Heloise here: Some TVs do not have
this feature.) I now- do this with any program's
dialogue that I am having difficulty understanding.
— Candace W. in New York
CLEANING SHOELACES
Dear Heloise: My problem was washing my
shoelaces in the washing machine without them getting tangled with the laundry-.
I thought that if I put them both in the foot
part of a pair of socks (white laces in white socks),
that it should work, and it did! They came out of
the laundry nice and clean, and without tangles! —
Diane S. in Maryland
BEACH BAG
Dear Heloise: When I go to the beach looking
for shells and stones. I use a lingerie bag (or two)
to carry them in. The sand filters out! — Janet M.
in Michigan
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
Heloise, P.O. Box 795000. San Antonio. TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or
email it to Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer
your letter personally but will use the best hints
received in my column.
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Fishhook parts
Jeweler's unit
Concerning
Martini extra
Late night star
Had lunch
Smoked Salmon
Finale
Olympic sleds
Friend of D'Artagnan
Stuns
Free of fat
Like Lincoln
Borders
Slightly drunk
Cellulose fiber
Stunned wonder
Suede shade
Swiss peak
Late night star
Joust wear
Unbilled role
Goes through
Tale

Cracked
Marionette mover
Austen book
Clip contents
Lewd look
Stratagem
Uke Camaby Street fashion
Small rug
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GRIP
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Mexican peninsula
Somewhat
Colosseum setting
Idler
Record needle
Sweet-talked
Everyone
Annoy
Stratford river
Care for
London weather
Solitary type
Lustrous fabric
Stout relative
Media mogul Turner
Crone
Skip, as TV ads
Chicago trains
Crafty
Nymph chasers
Invigorating drinks
Himalayan beast
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MLB legend
Gwynn
loses bout
with cancer
By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer

SAN DIEGO(AP) — Tony Gwynn
could handle a bat like few other major
leaguers, whether it was driving the
ball through the "5.5 hole" between
third base and shortstop or hitting a
home -run off the facade in Yankee
Stadium in the World Series.
He was a craftsman at the plate.
whose sweet left-handed swing made
him one of baseball's greatest hitters.
Gwynn loved San Diego.
San Diego loved "Mr. Padre" right
back.
Gwynn.a Hall of Famer and one of
the greatest athletes in San Diego's history. died Monday of oral cancer, a
disease he attributed to years of chewing tobacco. He was 54.
"Our city is a little darker today
without him but immeasurably better
because of him," Mayor Kevin
Faulconer said in a statement.
In a rarity in pro sports, Gwynn
played his whole career with the
Padres, choosing to stay in the city
where he was a two-sport star in college. rather than leaving for bigger
paychecks elsewhere. His terrific
hand-eye coordination made him one
-cif the game's greatest pure hitters. He
had 3,141 hits — 18th on the all-time
list — a career .338 average and won
eight batting titles to tie Honus
Wagner's NL record.
He struck out only 434 times in
9,288 career at-bats. He played in San
Diego's only two World Series — batting a combined .371 — and was a 15time All-Star. He had a memorable
home run in Game I of the 1998 World
Series off fellow San Diegan David
Wells. and scored the winning run in
the 1994 All-Star Game despite a bum
knee.
Gwynn never hit below .309 in a
full season. He spread out his batting
titles from 1984, when he batted .351.
to 1997, when he hit .372.
Gwynn was hitting .394 when a
players' strike ended the 1994 season.
denying him a shot at becoming the
first player to hit .400 since San Diego
native Ted Williams hit .406 in 1941.
Gwynn befriended Williams and
the two loved to talk about hitting.
Gwynn steadied Williams when he
threw out the ceremonial first pitch
before the 1999 All-Star Game at
Boston's Fenway Park.
Fellow Hall of Famer Greg Maddux
tweeted, "Tony Gwynn was the best
pure hitter I ever faced! Condolences
to his family."
Gwynn was known for his hearty
laugh and warm personality. Every day
at 4 p.m.. Gwynn sat in the Padres'
dugout and talked baseball or anything
else with the media.
Tim Flannery, who was teammates
with Gwynn on the Padres' 1984
World Series team and later was on
San Diego's coaching staff, said he'll
"remember the cackle to his laugh. He
was always laughing, always talking.
always happy."
"The baseball world is going to
•See GWYNN,10A
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NATAL, Brazil (AP) — Clint
Dempsey scored in the first minute and
rookie substitute John Brooks scored a
late game winner as the U.S. defeated
Ghana 2-1 Monday in the World Cup
opener for both.
The victory gave the Americans
some revenge against the tiny West
African county that knocked them out
of the last two World Cups and put the
U.S. and Germany on top of the Group
G. with Ghana and Portugal at the bottom.
Dempsey's goal came on a low shot
just a half-minute into the match.
Ghana dominated much the rest of the
game, and Andre Ayew leveled in the
82nd minute.
Photo
Just four minutes later, Brooks — a
RICARDO MAZALAN / AP
g
openin
the
-old defender who came on at
scoring
2I-year
after
celebrates
United States' Clint Dempsey
Ghana and halftime because Matt Besler was
Cup soccer match between
goal during the group G World
off a corner from
Dunes in Natal, Brazil, Monday, injured — scored
the first time an
the United States at the Arena des
was
It
Zusi.
Graham
won the match 2-1.
States
United
The
2014.
June 16,

American sub had ever scored in the
World Cup.
"I said it to the bench minutes
before. 'We're going to get some
chances still.'" U.S. coach Jurgen
Klinsmann said. "So we are still in the
game after the equalizer, we just need to
kind of push and push and grind it out.
That's what they did. Here comes a set
piece we trained over and over and over
that stuff. And he puts it in, so well
deserved."
Dempsey's goal made him the first
U.S. player to score in three different
World Cups and was the fastest ever
scored by an American in the tournament.
Both goals were surprising.
Dempsey's showed the kind of technical flair seldom seen from a squad that
typically scores through set pieces.
Brooks game winner came after a long
stretch in which the Americans were
desperately trying to survive waves of
attacks from Ghana.
DaMarcus Beasley. who became the

first American to play in four World
Cups, started the buildup to Dempsey's
goal with a pass to Jermaine Jones, who
fed it to Dempsey inside the penalty
area.
With a nifty move to split defenders
John Boye and Sulley Muntari,
Dempsey sent the left-footed shot past
goalkeeper Adam Kwarasey, where the
ball bounced off the post and in.
Already ahead after the game had
barely started, the Americans looked
well on their way to erasing eight years
of frustration caused by Ghana.
The Black Stars regrouped at halftime, and the U.S. looked punchless on
the attack after losing striker Jozy
Altidore to an apparent hamstring
injury in the 21st minute.
Ghana applied relentless pressure on
U.S. goalkeeper Tim Howard and finally drew even when captain Asamoah
Gyan flicked a backheel pass to Ayew,
who used the outside of his left foot for
a powerful shot
•See WORLD CUP, 10A
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WORLD CUP

By STEPHEN WADE
AP Sports Writer
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) —
Germany was supposed to be a
team that would melt in
Brazil's tropics, and the United
States was supposed to be a
team that can't beat Ghana.
Both teams flipped the
scripts on Monday and find
themselv es tied atop Group G.
Thomas
Salvador.
In
Mueller scored a hat trick and
Germany dominated Portugal
— which played with 10 men
after a red card in the 37th
minute — 4-0. leaving German
President Angela Merkel with a
big smile.
Clint Dempsey scored in the
first minute and rookie substitute John Brooks scored in the
86th as the U.S. defeated
Ghana 2-1 in Natal, with Vice
President Joe Biden watching
and giving the team a postgame
pep talk.
Ghana had eliminated the
Americans from the last two
World Cups.
The iwi games helped the
World Cup continue to deliver
lots of goals — 44 in the first

long day," he added. "But we
14 games.
got into the match very well
the
in
Nigeria played Iran
and when you lead by 2-0 in
neither
and
match,
other
day's
team added to that tally. The this heat and then even get the
teams played the first draw of third, it was all over."
Cristiano Ronaldo started at
this World Cup. finishing
Fonte Nova despite
Arena
defeated
a
scoreless. Argentin
Bosnia 2-1 on Sunday in the 'some nagging injuries. The
other Group F match, and both winner of FIFA's best player
will feel confident after watch- award, he faded after threatening Nigeria and Iran fail to pro- ing early in the match. He had
a shot from a break that
duce.
Two seeded teams — Germany goalkeeper Manuel
was
defending champion Spain and Neuer blocked, but there
to
Uruguay — were upset earlier. nobody from Portugal
rebound.
the
on
That fate would not befall pounce
The United States scored at
Germany on Monday.
It was Germans' 100th beginning and the end, but for
World Cup match,and they had most the match it was on the
back foot as the Africans
it wrapped up by halftime.
pushed the Americans
attacked,
Mueller, who led the 2010
the box, but failed to
into
deep
goals.
five
with
Cup
World
physical match.
a
in
scored on either side of Mats finish
's goal was the
Dempsey
as
goal
Hummels' headed
n
Germany took a 3-0 lead at the quickest ever by an America
World
in
fastest
the
of
one
and
goal
break. He added his third
Cup history. He's the first
in the 8Ist.
"To score three goals in the American to score in three difWorld Cup opener against such ferent World Cups.
Brooks got the winner on a
an opponent is great," Mueller
in the 86th. just four
header
said.
"After 20 minutes. we minutes after Andre Ayew
looked up at the clock and equalized.
The 2l -year-old defender
thought it was going to be a

was a second-half substitute
and an unexpected addition to
the American roster. He was
overcome and fell to the
ground as teammates piled on.
He made his national team
debut in August.
"I said it to the bench minutes before, we're going to get
some chances still," U.S. coach
Jurgen Klinsmann said. "So we
are still in the game after the
equalizer, we just need to kind
of push and push and grind it
out. That's what they did."
U.S. players ran onto the
field to celebrate at the final
whistle, jumping as supporters
chanted "U-S-A! U-S-A!"
"We have a great spirit,"
Klinsmann said. "The U.S.
team always has a great spirit
and fights until the last second."
The defending Cup of Africa
Nations champion. Nigeria will
be more disappointed with the
draw than Iran.
Neither Iran nor Nigeria has
won a match at the World Cup
since 1998.
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National League
All Times EST
Tuesday's Games
San Diego iStalls 2-8) at Seattle (Elias 55). 3.40 pm
Cincinnati (Cueto 6-5) at Pittsburgh
(Curnpton 2-2). 7 05 p m
Houston tKeuchel 8-3) at Washington
(Roark 5-4) 7 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Sarnarclzga 2-6) at Miami
(DeSclatani 1-1), 7 10 p m
Philadelphia (K Kendrick 2-6) at Atlanta
(E Santana 5-3). 7 10 p.m
San Francisco(M Can 1-4) at Chicago
White Sox (Jolt Danks 5-5), 8 10 p m
N Y Mets (Niese 3-3) at St Louis
(Wacha 4-5). 8.15 pm
Milwaukee (Lohse 7-2) at Arizona (Miley
3-6) 9 43 p m
Colorado (Chacin 1-4) at LA Dodgers
(Greinke 8-3). 10 10 p m

American League
Tuesday's Games
5San Diego (Stuns 2-8) at Seattle (Elias
5) 340pm
Houston (Keuchel 8-3) at Wasnmalon
Roark 5-4) 7 05 p m
LA Angels (Shoemaker 3-1) at
Cleveland (Tomlin 4-3), 705 p.m
Toronto (Strornan 3-1) at N.Y Yankees
(Tanaka 10-1) 7 05 p.m,
Kansas City (Ventura 4-5) at Detroit
(Scherzer 8-2) 7 08 p m
Baltimore (Mi Gonzalez 3-4) at Tampa
Bay iBedard 3-4) 7 10 p m
Minnesota (P Hughes 7-21 at Boston
(Lester 7-7) 7 10 p m
San Francisco (M Cain 1-4) at Chicago
White Sox (Joh Danks 5-5) 8 10 p m
Texas iDarvish 7-21 at Oakland (Minne
4-3) 10 05 p m
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head before falling to the ground
From Page 9A
to be mobbed by his teammates.
Ghana was still pressing
"What I can say is it was a
when Brooks, 6-foot-3, soared very tough game," Ghana coach
over defenders to get his head on Kwesi Appiah said. "Playing at
the ball. Brooks. who plays for this level any little mistake can
Hertha Berlin in the Bundesliga. cost you dearly. We didn't
appeared shocked to have deserve to get the first goal
scored, raising his hands to his against us."
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LENNY IGNELZI / AP Photo

Gwynn fights back tears as he
In this Oct. 7, 2001 file photo, San Diego Padres' Tony
game against the Colorado
acknowledges the standing ovation prior to the Padres'
The Baseball Hall of Fame said
Rockies, the final game of his career, in San Diego.
was 54.
Gwynn died of cancer on Monday, June 16, 2014. He
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around a Gwynn bobblehead leagues, he made his big league
From Page 9A
doll they would set near the bat debut on July 19. 1982. Gwynn
miss one of the greats, and the rack during games, winning the had two hits that night. After
world itself is going to miss one Mountain West Conference Gwynn hit a double, all-time
of the great men of mankind." tournament and advancing to hits leader Pete Rose. who been
San
Flannery. the
said
trailing the play. said to him:
the NCAA regionals.
Francisco Giants' third base
kid, what are you trying
"Hey.
d
Last week,SDSU announce
coach. "He cared so much for it was extending Gwynn's con- to do, catch me in one night?"
other people He had a work tract one season. The Aztecs
In a career full of highlights.
ethic unlike anybody else, and
had his 3,000th hit on
Gwynn
Stadium,
Gwynn
play at Tony
had a childlike demeanor of
built in the mid- Aug. 9. 1999, a first-inning sinwas
which
playing the game just because
s
1990s with a $4 million dona- gle to right field .at Montreal'
he loved it so much."
Stadium.
Olympic
John
owner
Padres
thenby
tion
Gwynn had been on a medGwynn retired after the 2001
Moores.
ical leave since late March from
and became a volunteer
season
Los
in
born
Gwynn was
his job as baseball coach at San
and assistant coach at SDSU in
1960.
9,
May
on
Angeles
Diego State, his alma mater. He
attended high school in Long 2002. He took over as head
died at a hospital in suburban
coach after that season.
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He and Cal Ripken Jr. —
star at
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He
"He was in a tough battle and
spent his entire career with
who
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the
Diego State in
the thing I can critique is he's San
the Baltimore Orioles — were
playing
1980s,
early
and
1970s
definitely in a better place,"
guard for the basketball inducted into the Hall of Fame
Boggs said. "He suffered a lot. point
still holds the game. in 2007.
He battled. That's probably the team — he
"I had no idea that all the
career record for
and
season
best way I can describe his fight
in my career were going
things
on
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against this illness he had, and assists — and
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end."
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it.
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rest."
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"Today I lost my Dad, my
pending.
best friend and my mentor," two seasons in the minor
Gwynn Jr. tweeted. "I'm gonna
miss it so much pops. I'm gonna
do everything in my power to
continue to ... Make u proud!"
Gwynn had two operations
for cancer in his right cheek
between August 2010 and
February 2012. The second surgery was complicated, with surgeons removing a facial nerve
NETWORK
because it was intertwined with
a tumor inside his right cheek.
They grafted a nerve from
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Gwynn's neck to help him eventually regain facial movement.
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I GARDEN CENTER • NURSERY • FLORIST '
2397 State Route 94E • Murray,KY • 270-753-4050
(fr(um Murray take 94E, I-112 miles at: right)

HAS THE EXCESSIVE RAINFALL GOT
YOUR GARDEN LOOKING SAD?
It's Not Too Late to Replant!

Take 25% Off Annuals, Perennials, Herbs,
Garden Seeds and Vegetable Plants
Bulk Seeds — Fertilizer — Fruit 'frees
r

Blueberry Plants — Fig Trees — Tomato Plants
Open Monday-Saturday 9-5 and CLOSED SUNDAY
www.beanstoblossoms.com •info@beanstoblossoms.com
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